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Sophos steps in to support
Lancaster University with
an urgent need to move
away from its incumbent
security vendor
Lancaster University ranks in the top 10 in three major national league tables,
and is highly ranked in international tables. It’s a collegiate university with a
world-class reputation for teaching and research.

CUSTOMER-AT-A-GLANCE
Lancaster University
Industry
Higher Education

Number of Users
6000 endpoints
1000 servers
Sophos Customer
Since July 2020

Sophos Solutions
Central Intercept X Endpoint
Central Intercept X Server
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‘We had an urgent need to move away from the
incumbent vendor and Softcat were extremely
helpful in helping us to identify other suitable
solutions to keep the University protected.’
Matthew Storey, Systems Technical Coordinator, Lancaster University

In early 2020, the IT team at Lancaster University
were faced with an urgent need to move away
from their existing IT security vendor. The
solutions they were using at that time had
become financially unviable and they quickly
realised they had to look elsewhere for a new
solution before the renewal date. The university
turned to their trusted IT infrastructure and
services provider Softcat for support. Read on to
find out what happened next.

Business challenges
Budget is always a challenge in an education
setting and it was no different at Lancaster
University. Yet their incumbent IT security
provider had hiked up its pricing and the
additional expense was hard to swallow. They
knew there had to be a better solution: effective
security to keep the staff, students and systems
protected while securing a far more reasonable
price.
When Matthew Storey, Systems Technical
Coordinator at Lancaster University, reached
out to Softcat, the team there thankfully had a
number of potential alternatives they were able
to suggest. Their initial list of 15 vendors included
Sophos. Softcat provided the University team

with evaluations and demos for each vendor they
suggested and Sophos impressed the University
the most, proving to be the ideal solution at the
right price.

The technical solution
The team at the University moved forward with
the Sophos solutions suggested by Softcat:
Intercept X for endpoints and servers. Together,
these solutions provide fortified protection for
education settings, with features including:
Ì Deep-learning technology - an advanced form
of machine learning that detects malware
even when it has never been seen before.
Ì Exploit prevention to stop dangerous
attacks on an organisation’s servers.
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‘We quickly discovered that a migration
such as this was easier than we could have
ever imagined. It went exceptionally well.
Any transition is hard work and painful
but with Sophos it was a nice surprise.’
Matthew Storey, Systems Technical Coordinator, Lancaster University

Ì Anti-ransomware protection that stops
ransomware from encrypting files and
rolls them back to a safe state.
Ì Stopping real-world hacking techniques
used for credential harvesting, lateral
movement, and privilege escalation.

With the decision made, the University began
to migrate to Sophos supported by Softcat.
The move went incredibly smoothly according
to Matthew who says: “the migration went
exceptionally well with less than 10% failure
rate in a mixed Linux, Mac and Microsoft
environment.”

Business benefits
No other vendor on the initial shortlist from
Softcat provided the “whole package” according
to Matthew. Plus, with Softcat working with
Sophos in the background, the solution is backed
by support and expertise – providing a valuable
approach that meets the specific needs of the
University. Further benefits include:
Ì No core systems down during
implementation of the Sophos products
Ì Continual security provision for those working
at home during COVID-19 lockdowns
Ì “Encouraging and great to see” automatic and
ongoing updates according to Matthew – no
manual updates are required and the
products are always evolving

Ì Knowledgeable people at Sophos and
Softcat who understand and respond to
the typical challenges in universities
Ì Excellent pricing that is ideal for
education settings on a tight budget
Ì No vendor bias and a supportive
approach from Softcat
Ì Real-time reporting and deep
insights to act upon
Ì The ability to track any issues
back to users and devices
Ì Evidence of data protection
for GDPR compliance
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“There’s also a lot less input required from the
IT team now,” says Matthew. “It’s less handson than the previous solution and it also gives
us a lot more confidence. Sophos does what it
promises to do and it’s a very easy product to
work with.”

In the near future, the University will continue
to work with Sophos and Softcat, continuing
to licence even more home users during
COVID-19. Matthew is also keen to see new
technologies that Sophos brings to the fore
that may benefit the wider estate.

‘Sophos has been superb. They couldn’t
have been more helpful. And the
ransomware protection ticks a lot of
boxes with root cause analysis. Sophos
just identifies and stops more attacks.’
Matthew Storey, Systems Technical Coordinator, Lancaster University
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